Supporting Art Creates Thriving Communities

We need your help to raise $150,000 this spring.

DONATE NOW
Program Guide
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Nature: A Jeweler's Muse  

CURATOR TALK

Join curator Timothy Adams for a fascinating talk that will explore Mother Nature as a muse in the work of four visionary artist-jewelers; Carl Fabergé, Paulding Farnham, Katey Brunini, and Adam Neeley.
Jun 02, 2024  1:00 p.m.

LIVE! At the Museum: 
ACE Trio

LIVE MUSIC

Described as a “Musical Tour de Force” – ACE Trio will astonish you with virtuosity and sheer delight. Join us in the museum gallery for this intimate performance featuring flute, clarinet and piano. In partnership with Laguna Beach LIVE!

GET TICKETS
First Thursdays
Laguna Beach Art Art Walk

Featuring: Terrific Lava, electric guitar + vocals, unaccompanied.
Admission to the museum is free on each month’s First Thursday Art Walk.

On Now: On the Edge, Modern Alchemy, Reflections of Resilience

FREE EVENT
Jun 8, 2024  
9:15 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.

Art Access: Dig for Gems with Adam Neeley

FAMILY EXPERIENCE

Laguna Art Museum invites you on a family-friendly adventure to the Mines of Southern California with modern alchemist Adam Neeley! Mine for your own gems and get a jeep tour of the famous Chief Mountain Mines.

RSVP
A Magical Night of Alchemy

Get ready to immerse yourself in an evening of transformation – from the ordinary to the extraordinary – delighting all of the senses through food, art, music, and libations.

Yes, Please
Jun 20, 2024 9:00 - 10:30 a.m.

New Moms at the Museum

COMMUNITY EDUCATION

Join us for breakfast an hour before the museum opens to the public for an introduction of a featured piece of art by museum staff, followed by practical tips for postnatal recovery and baby care suggestions from industry professionals.

GET TICKETS
Jun 21, 2024  4:00 - 7:00 p.m.

Art Workshop: Figure Drawing

LIVE MODEL

Join Peter Zokosky, Chair of MFA Drawing + Painting at LCAD, for a figure drawing workshop. Learn the basics and build on your knowledge of how to draw the human form with a live model. Supplies included with purchase of ticket.

SIGN UP NOW
Jun 22, 2024  

11:00 a.m. – 12:00 pm

LAM Kids Art Studio

KIDS ART WORKSHOP

Unleash your imagination and create your own masterpieces at our monthly LAM Kids Studio program! Kids will experiment with different artistic mediums and styles, explore the museum galleries, and engage in fun-filled activities! Kids under 12 are free!

RESERVE SPOT
Jean Stern Presents: The Life and Art of Sam Hyde Harris

ILLUSTRATED LECTURE

In this lecture, art historian and LAM Curatorial Fellow Jean Stern will discuss the life and art of Sam Hyde Harris (1889-1977) in a slide-illustrated lecture.
Jun 24, 2024 9:30 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.

Art Adventure Day Camp

ages 6-12

TOP SECRET! Channel your inner spy and adventurer as the museum transforms into an immersive code-breaking space, equipped with cryptic clues and yarn “lasers.” Filled with exciting games, mysterious puzzles and playful obstacles, kids will crack the code for high energy, museum fun!

Keep the summer fun going with our exclusive After-Summer Day Camp Mini Series

SIGN UP NOW
Jun 29, 2024

Art Access: Private Vault Tour at the Petersen Automotive Museum

PRIVATE TOUR

Tour the private vault Guided by an expert docent, we’ll experience these amazing cars up close. After the private tour, we will gather for lunch at the Petersen Automotive Museum’s onsite eatery, Meyers Manx Café.

RSVP
Jun 29, 2024

In Conversation: Sticks & Stones

Join us for a conversation between groundbreaking Los Angeles artists and friends, Chuck Arnoldi and Woods Davy. Art Critic Shana Nys Dambrot brings wit, wisdom and context as she moderates the discussion and helps us explore the genesis of artistic form and meaning.

GET TICKETS
Engage & Enlighten

Support Our Mission

Laguna Art Museum exists to engage and enlighten people of all ages through art that embodies and preserves the California experience.

Donate Now
LAGUNA ART MUSEUM

Plan Your Visit

307 Cliff Drive
Laguna Beach, CA 92651
Phone: (949) 494-8971

lagunaartmuseum.org